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Announcements
• HW06:
• Should be ready tonight
• Hopefully you’ve been collecting the tweets



Midterm - Format

Multiple Choice

Short Answer

Problems to work out by hand



Machine Learning in a nutshell

In a ML model, what are we training?
• Parameters!

How do we train parameters in supervised learning?
train parameters == figure out values for the parameters
• Update weights by using them to make predictions and 

seeing how far off our predictions are 
• Loss function!

Algorithm to learn weights?
• SGD
• Others exist but not covering them



Outline

Evaluation metrics (classification)

Where do labels come from?



Classify a tweet as viral or not



Accuracy

• Model A performs 60% accuracy, would you say this
is good, decent, or awful?

• Model A performs 80% accuracy, would you say this
is good, decent, or awful

• Model A performs 98% accuracy, would you say this 
is good decent or awful?



Evaluation: Accuracy

• Imagine we saw 1 million tweets
• 100 of them were viral
• 999,900 were not

• We could build a dumb classifier that just labels every 
tweet "not viral"
• It would get 99.99% accuracy!!! Wow!!!!
• But useless! Cant find the viral tweets!

• When should we not we use accuracy as our metric?
• When data isn’t balanced across labels/classes



The 2-by-2 confusion matrix
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As it happens, the positive model assigns a higher probability to the sentence:
P(s|pos) > P(s|neg). Note that this is just the likelihood part of the naive Bayes
model; once we multiply in the prior a full naive Bayes model might well make a
different classification decision.

4.7 Evaluation: Precision, Recall, F-measure

To introduce the methods for evaluating text classification, let’s first consider some
simple binary detection tasks. For example, in spam detection, our goal is to label
every text as being in the spam category (“positive”) or not in the spam category
(“negative”). For each item (email document) we therefore need to know whether
our system called it spam or not. We also need to know whether the email is actually
spam or not, i.e. the human-defined labels for each document that we are trying to
match. We will refer to these human labels as the gold labels.gold labels

Or imagine you’re the CEO of the Delicious Pie Company and you need to know
what people are saying about your pies on social media, so you build a system that
detects tweets concerning Delicious Pie. Here the positive class is tweets about
Delicious Pie and the negative class is all other tweets.

In both cases, we need a metric for knowing how well our spam detector (or
pie-tweet-detector) is doing. To evaluate any system for detecting things, we start
by building a confusion matrix like the one shown in Fig. 4.4. A confusion matrixconfusion

matrix
is a table for visualizing how an algorithm performs with respect to the human gold
labels, using two dimensions (system output and gold labels), and each cell labeling
a set of possible outcomes. In the spam detection case, for example, true positives
are documents that are indeed spam (indicated by human-created gold labels) that
our system correctly said were spam. False negatives are documents that are indeed
spam but our system incorrectly labeled as non-spam.

To the bottom right of the table is the equation for accuracy, which asks what
percentage of all the observations (for the spam or pie examples that means all emails
or tweets) our system labeled correctly. Although accuracy might seem a natural
metric, we generally don’t use it for text classification tasks. That’s because accuracy
doesn’t work well when the classes are unbalanced (as indeed they are with spam,
which is a large majority of email, or with tweets, which are mainly not about pie).
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Figure 4.4 A confusion matrix for visualizing how well a binary classification system per-
forms against gold standard labels.

To make this more explicit, imagine that we looked at a million tweets, and
let’s say that only 100 of them are discussing their love (or hatred) for our pie,
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Evaluation: Precision

• % of items the system detected (i.e., items the 
system labeled as positive) that are in fact positive 
(according to the human gold labels) 

12 CHAPTER 4 • NAIVE BAYES AND SENTIMENT CLASSIFICATION

while the other 999,900 are tweets about something completely unrelated. Imagine a
simple classifier that stupidly classified every tweet as “not about pie”. This classifier
would have 999,900 true negatives and only 100 false negatives for an accuracy of
999,900/1,000,000 or 99.99%! What an amazing accuracy level! Surely we should
be happy with this classifier? But of course this fabulous ‘no pie’ classifier would
be completely useless, since it wouldn’t find a single one of the customer comments
we are looking for. In other words, accuracy is not a good metric when the goal is
to discover something that is rare, or at least not completely balanced in frequency,
which is a very common situation in the world.

That’s why instead of accuracy we generally turn to two other metrics shown in
Fig. 4.4: precision and recall. Precision measures the percentage of the items thatprecision

the system detected (i.e., the system labeled as positive) that are in fact positive (i.e.,
are positive according to the human gold labels). Precision is defined as

Precision =
true positives

true positives + false positives

Recall measures the percentage of items actually present in the input that wererecall
correctly identified by the system. Recall is defined as

Recall = true positives
true positives + false negatives

Precision and recall will help solve the problem with the useless “nothing is
pie” classifier. This classifier, despite having a fabulous accuracy of 99.99%, has
a terrible recall of 0 (since there are no true positives, and 100 false negatives, the
recall is 0/100). You should convince yourself that the precision at finding relevant
tweets is equally problematic. Thus precision and recall, unlike accuracy, emphasize
true positives: finding the things that we are supposed to be looking for.

There are many ways to define a single metric that incorporates aspects of both
precision and recall. The simplest of these combinations is the F-measure (vanF-measure
Rijsbergen, 1975) , defined as:

Fb =
(b 2 +1)PR

b 2P+R

The b parameter differentially weights the importance of recall and precision,
based perhaps on the needs of an application. Values of b > 1 favor recall, while
values of b < 1 favor precision. When b = 1, precision and recall are equally bal-
anced; this is the most frequently used metric, and is called Fb=1 or just F1:F1

F1 =
2PR

P+R
(4.16)

F-measure comes from a weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall. The
harmonic mean of a set of numbers is the reciprocal of the arithmetic mean of recip-
rocals:

HarmonicMean(a1,a2,a3,a4, ...,an) =
n

1
a1
+ 1

a2
+ 1

a3
+ ...+ 1

an

(4.17)

and hence F-measure is

F =
1

a 1
P +(1�a) 1

R
or
✓

with b 2 =
1�a

a

◆
F =

(b 2 +1)PR
b 2P+R

(4.18)



Evaluation: Recall

• % of items actually present in the input that were 
correctly identified by the system. 
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Why Precision and recall

• Our dumb viral-classifier
• label no tweets as ”viral"

Accuracy=99.99%
but

Recall = 0
• (it doesn't get any of the 100 viral tweets)

Precision and recall, unlike accuracy, emphasize true 
positives:
• finding the things that we are supposed to be looking for. 



A combined measure: F

• F measure: a single number that combines P and R:

• We almost always use balanced F1 (i.e., b = 1)
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Development Test Sets ("Devsets") and Cross-validation

• Train on training set, tune on devset, report on testset
• This avoids overfitting (‘tuning to the test set’)
• More conservative estimate of performance
• But paradox: want as much data as possible for training, and as 

much for dev; how to split?

Training set Development Test Set Test Set



Cross-validation: multiple splits
• Pool results over splits, Compute pooled dev 

performance
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Figure 4.6 Separate confusion matrices for the 3 classes from the previous figure, showing the pooled confu-
sion matrix and the microaveraged and macroaveraged precision.

and in general decide what the best model is. Once we come up with what we think
is the best model, we run it on the (hitherto unseen) test set to report its performance.

While the use of a devset avoids overfitting the test set, having a fixed train-
ing set, devset, and test set creates another problem: in order to save lots of data
for training, the test set (or devset) might not be large enough to be representative.
Wouldn’t it be better if we could somehow use all our data for training and still use
all our data for test? We can do this by cross-validation: we randomly choose across-validation
training and test set division of our data, train our classifier, and then compute the
error rate on the test set. Then we repeat with a different randomly selected training
set and test set. We do this sampling process 10 times and average these 10 runs to
get an average error rate. This is called 10-fold cross-validation.10-fold

cross-validation
The only problem with cross-validation is that because all the data is used for

testing, we need the whole corpus to be blind; we can’t examine any of the data
to suggest possible features and in general see what’s going on, because we’d be
peeking at the test set, and such cheating would cause us to overestimate the perfor-
mance of our system. However, looking at the corpus to understand what’s going
on is important in designing NLP systems! What to do? For this reason, it is com-
mon to create a fixed training set and test set, then do 10-fold cross-validation inside
the training set, but compute error rate the normal way in the test set, as shown in
Fig. 4.7.
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Figure 4.7 10-fold cross-validation



Confusion Matrix for 3-class 
classification
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Harmonic mean is used because it is a conservative metric; the harmonic mean of
two values is closer to the minimum of the two values than the arithmetic mean is.
Thus it weighs the lower of the two numbers more heavily.

4.7.1 Evaluating with more than two classes
Up to now we have been describing text classification tasks with only two classes.
But lots of classification tasks in language processing have more than two classes.
For sentiment analysis we generally have 3 classes (positive, negative, neutral) and
even more classes are common for tasks like part-of-speech tagging, word sense
disambiguation, semantic role labeling, emotion detection, and so on. Luckily the
naive Bayes algorithm is already a multi-class classification algorithm.
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Figure 4.5 Confusion matrix for a three-class categorization task, showing for each pair of
classes (c1,c2), how many documents from c1 were (in)correctly assigned to c2

But we’ll need to slightly modify our definitions of precision and recall. Con-
sider the sample confusion matrix for a hypothetical 3-way one-of email catego-
rization decision (urgent, normal, spam) shown in Fig. 4.5. The matrix shows, for
example, that the system mistakenly labeled one spam document as urgent, and we
have shown how to compute a distinct precision and recall value for each class. In
order to derive a single metric that tells us how well the system is doing, we can com-
bine these values in two ways. In macroaveraging, we compute the performancemacroaveraging
for each class, and then average over classes. In microaveraging, we collect the de-microaveraging

cisions for all classes into a single confusion matrix, and then compute precision and
recall from that table. Fig. 4.6 shows the confusion matrix for each class separately,
and shows the computation of microaveraged and macroaveraged precision.

As the figure shows, a microaverage is dominated by the more frequent class (in
this case spam), since the counts are pooled. The macroaverage better reflects the
statistics of the smaller classes, and so is more appropriate when performance on all
the classes is equally important.

4.8 Test sets and Cross-validation

The training and testing procedure for text classification follows what we saw with
language modeling (Section ??): we use the training set to train the model, then use
the development test set (also called a devset) to perhaps tune some parameters,development

test set
devset



How to combine Precision/Recall from 3 
classes to get one metric

• Macroaveraging: 
• compute the performance for each class, and then 

average over classes

• Microaveraging: 
• collect decisions for all classes into one confusion matrix
• compute precision and recall from that table. 



Macroaveraging and 
Microaveraging
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set and test set. We do this sampling process 10 times and average these 10 runs to
get an average error rate. This is called 10-fold cross-validation.10-fold

cross-validation
The only problem with cross-validation is that because all the data is used for

testing, we need the whole corpus to be blind; we can’t examine any of the data
to suggest possible features and in general see what’s going on, because we’d be
peeking at the test set, and such cheating would cause us to overestimate the perfor-
mance of our system. However, looking at the corpus to understand what’s going
on is important in designing NLP systems! What to do? For this reason, it is com-
mon to create a fixed training set and test set, then do 10-fold cross-validation inside
the training set, but compute error rate the normal way in the test set, as shown in
Fig. 4.7.
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Figure 4.7 10-fold cross-validation



In classification: where 
do the labels come 
from?



Crowdsourcing to the rescue

22



Outline

Evaluation metrics

Crowdsourcing



Example: Optical Character Recognition

• Destination City

• Destination State

• Destination Zip

• Post Mark

• Stamp

Example from Ellie Pavlick 24
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Example 
from Ellie 

Pavlick
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Amazon Mechanical Turk

• https://worker.mturk.com/

26

https://worker.mturk.com/
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Crowdsourcing Companies



What is crowdsourcing?

28



What is “Crowdsourcing”?
- An open call to a group of people

- “Crowdsourcing”
- “Crowdsourcing is the act of taking a job traditionally 

performed by a designated agent ... and outsourcing it 
to…a large group of people in the form of an open call.”

- [ Jeff Howe, Wired ]

- Books
- Jeff Howe: Crowdsourcing
- James Surowiecki: The Wisdom of Crowds

Slide from Walter S. Lasecki 30



Is this Crowdsourcing????
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Why Crowdsourcing?
- No one worker will always be available

- Open call allows for more available human intelligence
- Allow for the creation of on-demand systems
- Even real-time becomes possible — 1s responses or less with multiplexing

- Any individual has a chance of error
- With groups of workers, we might be able to reduce this error rate
- Especially for ephemeral workers

- Collectively, we can get pieces that work together in parallel

Slide from Walter S. Lasecki 35



CAPTCHA
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CAPTCHA
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CAPTCHA

• Completely Automated Public Turing test to 
tell Computers and Humans Apart

39



CAPTCHA

• Completely Automated Public Turing test to 
tell Computers and Humans Apart

• Verify users are humans, not bots

40



reCAPTCHA

41



reCAPTCHA
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reCAPTCHA
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• Planet money podcast with Luis Von Ahn:

• ~4:30 until 7:00 -
https://www.npr.org/templates/transcript/transcri
pt.php?storyId=716827880

44

https://www.npr.org/templates/transcript/transcript.php?storyId=716827880
https://www.npr.org/templates/transcript/transcript.php?storyId=716827880


• KING: The New York Times ended up being 
reCAPTCHA's first client. Now when you solve 
a CAPTCHA, next to a few random letters 
and numbers, there was also a picture of a 
word from an old issue of the Times that 
computers couldn't read. When you typed in 
that word, you weren't just protecting the 
Internet from spam. You were also helping to 
turn a hundred years of old newspapers into 
a searchable digital archive.

45
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Goals

- Understanding Crowdsourcing for AI

- Examples of Crowdsourcing

- Issues of Crowdsourcing

48



Crowdsourcing for AI
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Crowdsource Workers
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Who is doing all this work for us?

76
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Mechanical Turk

44%
56%

CrowdFlower

3%

26%

71%

Male Female Unspecified

Who is doing all this work for us?

• Panos Ipeirotis’s site: http://demographics.mturk-tracker.com 
• CrowdFlower blog: http://www.crowdflower.com/blog/2014/01/demographics-of-the-largest-on-demand-workforce77

54

Slide from Ellie Pavlick
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• Panos Ipeirotis’s site: http://demographics.mturk-tracker.com 
• CrowdFlower blog: http://www.crowdflower.com/blog/2014/01/demographics-of-the-largest-on-demand-workforce

Mechanical Turk

6%

19%

75%

CrowdFlower

48%

4%4%4%4%
6%

12%

18%

US India UK Indonesia
Canada Philippines Pakistan Others

Who is doing all this work for us?

78

Slide from 
Ellie Pavlick
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Mechanical Turk

1%4%
11%

23%

46%

15%

• Panos Ipeirotis’s site: http://demographics.mturk-tracker.com 
• CrowdFlower blog: http://www.crowdflower.com/blog/2014/01/demographics-of-the-largest-on-demand-workforce

CrowdFlower

3%4%
8%

16%

35%

34%

25 or younger 25-35 35-45
45-55 55-65 65 or older

Who is doing all this work for us?

79

Slide from 
Ellie Pavlick
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Mechanical Turk

6%
8%

8%

17%

23%
6%

10%

23%

CrowdFlower

6%4%
5%

7%

10%

11%
13%

45%

Less than 10K 10K-15K 15K-25K 25K-40K
40K-60K 60K-75K 75K-100K More than 100K

Who is doing all this work for us?

• http://www.behind-the-enemy-lines.com/2010/03/new-demographics-of-mechanical-turk.html
• http://www.crowdflower.com/blog/2014/01/demographics-of-the-largest-on-demand-workforce
80
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Why are they doing all this work for us?

*Data is from 2010 and reflects only US workers 

Mechanical Turk* CrowdFlower

Good way to spend free time and 
earn money (e.g. instead of TV)

As a primary source of income

As a secondary source of income/
pocket change

It is just so much fun!!

• http://www.behind-the-enemy-lines.com/2010/03/new-demographics-of-mechanical-turk.html
• http://www.crowdflower.com/blog/2014/01/demographics-of-the-largest-on-demand-workforce
82
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Common Misconceptions:
• Only from developing countries, non-

native English speakers, uneducated, 
unskilled 

• Work for $1/hour, doing it for fun in our 
PJs, unemployed 

• Isolated, anti-social 

• Cheaters, lazy, satisficers, inattentive

83
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Common Misconceptions:
• Only from developing countries, non-

native English speakers, uneducated, 
unskilled 

• Work for $1/hour, doing it for fun in our 
PJs, unemployed 

• Isolated, anti-social 

• Cheaters, lazy, satisficers, inattentive
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Common Misconceptions:
• Only from developing countries, non-

native English speakers, uneducated, 
unskilled 

• Work for $1/hour, doing it for fun in our 
PJs, unemployed 

• Isolated, anti-social 

• Cheaters, lazy, satisficers, inattentive
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Common Misconceptions:
• Only from developing countries, non-

native English speakers, uneducated, 
unskilled 

• Work for $1/hour, doing it for fun in our 
PJs, unemployed 

• Isolated, anti-social 

• Cheaters, lazy, satisficers, inattentive
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Common Misconceptions:
• Only from developing countries, non-

native English speakers, uneducated, 
unskilled 

• Work for $1/hour, doing it for fun in our 
PJs, unemployed 

• Isolated, anti-social 

• Cheaters, lazy, satisficers, inattentive

87
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How Turkers Work

• 10-20% of workers do 80% of the work 
• Want large batches with high throughput  
• Often dislike one-off HITs, e.g. surveys

• Musthag, M., & Ganesan, D. (2013). Labor dynamics in a mobile micro-task market. Proceedings of the SIGCHI Conference on …, 641. http://doi.org/10.1145/2470654.2470745
• Chandler, J., Mueller, P. A., & Paolacci, G. (2014). Nonnaïveté among Amazon Mechanical Turk workers: consequences and solutions for behavioral researchers. Behavior Research 

Methods, 46, 112–130. http://doi.org/10.3758/s13428-013-0365-7
89
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How Turkers Work

• Online communities: Turkopticon, 
TurkerNation, Reddit, Facebook 

• Scripts: IndiaTurkers, GreasyFork, HitDB, 
TurkMaster, HIT Scraper 

• Websites and plugins: Turk Alert, mTurk 
List, CrowdWorkers

90

Slide from 
Ellie Pavlick



More info about Turkers
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CHI
2018

Link to 
paper

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1712.05796.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1712.05796.pdf


Issues with Crowdsourcing
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Leaking data
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Fake AI
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Beyond Labeling:
Text Generation

73



Crowdsourcing for 2 NLP 
tasks
• Story Cloze

• Natural Language Inference

74



Story Cloze Test

Goal: Design an evaluation schema for story 
understanding and narrative structure learning

Proposed Task: Given a context of four sentences, 
predict the endings of the story

Slide from  Nasrin Mostafazadeh 75



An Examples Story Cloze Test

• Context: Tom and Sheryl have been together for two years. One day, they went to a 
carnival together. He won her several stuffed bears, and bought her funnel cakes. 
When they reached the Ferris wheel, he got down one knee.

- Right Endings by Two Turkers: 

- He proposed to Sheryl and she said Yes!

- Tom asked Sheryl to marry him.

- Wrong Endings by Two Turkers: 

- He wiped mud off of his boot.

- Tom tied his shoe and left Sheryl.

16

* We have collected 3,744 doubly 
human-verified Story Cloze Test 

instances. 

pinterest.com

Slide from  Nasrin Mostafazadeh
76

What do you think happens next?

What do you think likely doesn’t happen next?



An Examples Story Cloze Test

• Context: Tom and Sheryl have been together for two years. One day, they went to a 
carnival together. He won her several stuffed bears, and bought her funnel cakes. 
When they reached the Ferris wheel, he got down one knee.

- Right Endings by Two Turkers: 

- He proposed to Sheryl and she said Yes!

- Tom asked Sheryl to marry him.

- Wrong Endings by Two Turkers: 

- He wiped mud off of his boot.

- Tom tied his shoe and left Sheryl.

16

* We have collected 3,744 doubly 
human-verified Story Cloze Test 

instances. 

pinterest.com

Slide from  Nasrin Mostafazadeh
77



Creating Story Cloze Dataset

- Ask Turkers to write 5 sentence story

- Ask Turkers to write incorrect ending

78



Story Cloze Test

Given a story (context of four sentences) and 4 
possible endings, choose the most likely ending of 
the story?

How would you model this problem?

Slide from  Nasrin Mostafazadeh 79
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Approach	1:				Language	Modeling

!∗ = argmax
)∈{),,).}

012(!|prefix)

Story	Cloze	Task:	UW	NLP	System	@	Schwartz	et	al. 4
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Approach	1.1:	Language	Modeling+

!∗ = argmax
)∈{),,).}

012(!|prefix)
:;<(=)

Story	Cloze	Task:	UW	NLP	System	@	Schwartz	et	al. 5
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Approach	2.0:	Style

• Intuition:	authors	use	different	style when	asked	to	write	right	vs.	

wrong story	ending

• We	train	a	style-based	classifier	to	make	this	distinction

• Features	are	computed	using	story	endings	only

• Without	considering	the	story	prefix

Story	Cloze	Task:	UW	NLP	System	@	Schwartz	et	al. 6
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Results

50%

55%

60%

65%

70%

75%

80%

a DSSM LexVec Style LM	+	Style012(!|prefix)
012(!)

012(!|prefix)

Story	Cloze	Task:	UW	NLP	System	@	Schwartz	et	al. 8



Story Cloze Test

Goal: Design an evaluation schema for story 
understanding and narrative structure learning

Proposed Task: Given a context of four sentences, 
predict the endings of the story

Does this dataset test this goal?
Why yes? Why not?

Slide from  Nasrin Mostafazadeh 84



Natural Language Inference

Premise: The brown cat ran

Hypothesis: The animal moved

85



Natural Language Inference

Premise: The brown cat ran

Hypothesis: The animal moved

entailment neutral contradiction
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Natural Language Inference

Premise: The brown cat ran

Hypothesis: The animal moved

entailment neutral contradiction

87

Multiple 
labeling 
schemas

entailed not-entailed



Natural Language Inference

Premise: The brown cat ran

Hypothesis: The animal moved

entailment neutral contradiction
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Natural Language Inference

Premise: The brown cat ran

Hypothesis: The animal moved

entailment neutral contradiction
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Natural Language Inference

Premise: The brown cat ran

Hypothesis: The animal moved

entailment neutral contradiction
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Natural Language Inference

Premise: The brown cat ran

Hypothesis: The animal moved

entailment neutral contradiction
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Stanford Natural Language Inference 
(SNLI)

92



•Turker is:
1. shown context (premise)

93

Stanford Natural Language Inference (SNLI)



•Turker is:
1. shown context (premise)
2. generates hypothesis for each label:
• entailed, neutral, contradiction

94

Stanford Natural Language Inference (SNLI)



SNLI - Example
Premise: A woman is reading with a child

entailment neutral contradiction
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SNLI - Example
Premise: A woman is reading with a child

entailment neutral contradiction
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SNLI - Example
Premise: A woman is reading with a child

Hypothesis: A woman is sleeping

entailment neutral contradiction
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SNLI - Example
Premise: A woman is reading with a child

entailment neutral contradiction
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SNLI - Example
Premise: A woman is reading with a child

entailment neutral contradiction

99

Hypothesis: A woman has a book



Hypothesis Only NLI
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Hypothesis Only NLI

Hypothesis: A woman is sleeping
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Hypothesis Only NLI

Hypothesis: A woman is sleeping

Premise:

102



Hypothesis Only NLI

Hypothesis: A woman is sleeping

entailment neutral contradiction

Premise:
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Hypothesis Only NLI

Hypothesis: A woman is sleeping

entailment neutral contradiction

Premise:

104



*SEM 2018

Best Paper Award

Add UW paper too



Human Elicited Results
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Origin of SNLI
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Origin of SNLI

• (Young et. al. 2014)
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Origin of SNLI

• (Young et. al. 2014)
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Origin of SNLI

• (Young et. al. 2014)
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Origin of SNLI

• (Young et. al. 2014)
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A woman is sleeping
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Origin of SNLI

• (Young et. al. 2014)
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Hypothesis: A woman is sleeping

Premises:

115



Hypothesis: A woman is sleeping

Premises:
A woman sings a song while playing piano
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Hypothesis: A woman is sleeping

Premises:
This woman is laughing at her baby shower

117



Hypothesis: A woman is sleeping

Premises:
A woman with glasses is playing jenga

118



Why is she 
sleeping?
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• Descriptions of “dog”:

-- McRae et al. (2005)

Elicitation Bias

120



• Descriptions of “dog”:
• - barks

-- McRae et al. (2005)

Elicitation Bias
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• Descriptions of “dog”:
• - barks
• - has a tail

-- McRae et al. (2005)

Elicitation Bias
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• Descriptions of “dog”:
• - barks
• - has a tail
• - larger than a tulip
• -- McRae et al. (2005)

Elicitation Bias
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• Descriptions of “dog”:
• - barks
• - has a tail
• - larger than a tulip
• - moves faster than 

an infant -- McRae et al. (2005)

Elicitation Bias
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• “Features such as is larger than a tulip
or moves faster than an infant, 
although logically possible, do not occur 
in human responses … people are 
capable of verifying that a dog is larger 
than a pencil.”

Elicitation Bias

125

-- McRae et al. (2005)



Studies in eliciting norming data 
are prone to repeated responses 

across subjects
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Other issues with SNLI 
generation

127



Bias and Stereotyping in
Elicited Natural Language Inferences

Boys: fighting, muddy, guns, misbehaving

Girls: ballerinas, slumber, jumprope, laughing, 
bikinis, selfies

Women: gossiping, dresses, affection, chat, smile, 
hairdresser, receptionist, grieving

Men: cowboys, dock, dudes, workers, computers, 
boxers, lumberjacks, supervisors, thieves, roofers, 
engineers, surfboards, supervisors

Highly Associative Terms in SNLI Explicitly Prejudicial Instances
Premise: An African American man looking at 
some butchered meat that is hanging from a rack 
outside a building.
Hypothesis (Contradiction): A black man is in jail.

Premise: Adult with red boots and purse walking 
down the street next to a brink wall.
Hypothesis (Neutral): A whore looking for clients.

Premise: Several Muslim worshipers march 
towards Mecca.
Hypothesis (Neutral): The Muslims are terrorists.

Rudinger, May, and Van Durme,  2017



Summary

- Crowdsourcing helps get labeled data for 
AI/ML

- Examples of Crowdsourcing, Companies, and 
Workers

- Issues of Crowdsourcing
- Ethical, data integrity
- Textual elicitation
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Courses on Crowdsourcing

• Cornell: Crowdsourcing and Human Computation
• Upenn: Crowdsourcing and Human Computation
• Virginia Tech: Crowdsourcing and Human 

Computation
• CMU: Crowd Programming
• Umichigan: Human Computation and 

Crowdsourcing Systems

130

http://www.cs.cornell.edu/courses/cs5306/
http://crowdsourcing-class.org/
http://courses.cs.vt.edu/~cs6724/
http://courses.cs.vt.edu/~cs6724/
http://www.programthecrowd.com/
http://crowds.eecs.umich.edu/
http://crowds.eecs.umich.edu/

